
Mylos.
Serenity in your hands.





The design has a sense of proportion,
technology leaves ample room to emotions.



Mylos, the heart and soul of your home.
A blend of style and functionality.

Some people call it “integrated system”. Others “home automation system”.
Some people define it a unique technology solution, others add that it has a state-of-the-art design. 
We call it Mylos and it expresses a way of live your home with the utmost comfort, in complete safety 
and in full harmony with your own style. If you prefer, you can call it serenity.



Life peaceful, because Mylos is in harmony  
with all that surrounds it.
Imagine a magnificent panorama. Well, now  
choose what to see, what sounds to hear, what 
sensations to feel. A perfect atmosphere, an ideal 
climate, always and exactly when you want it.  
You are imagining an integrated system that can 
be aesthetically and functionally combined with the 
different components.
Four lines of ultra-compact plates, built with the 
finest materials, pleasant to the touch, fascinating

to the sight, thin and aesthetically coordinated 
with each inner component. A home automation 
system that offers you maximum comfort, based on 
technologies that allow maximum modularity.

You are imagining a new way to live your home: 
simple, customizable, flexible, technologically and 
aesthetically evolved, energy-efficient.
No need to imagine beyond:   
Mylos is reality, now the choice is up to you.



Serenity,
the true feeling of well-being.

To tap a command, turn on a light, activate a function are no longer trivial 
and repetitive actions. Every gesture gives a pleasant sensation to the sight,  
but also to the touch. All Mylos devices are designed for maximum ergonomics 
and comfort of use and are manufactured with a velvety finish.
Is it turning on/off a switch a customary action? Now it becames a pleasant habit.



Rectangular and rounded shapes.
Mylos is available in two shapes, “square” and 
“round”, to choose from according to your needs.
•	 The	square	plate	features	clean	and	minimalist	

lines, ideal for any room.
•	 The	round	plate	is	more	protagonist	and	less	

technical, fits to the most sophisticated interiors.

Chrome frame.
Both shapes have a chrome internal frame adherent 
to the profile, which enriches and gives elegance, 
without interrupting the geometry.

The design is subtle.
The very small thickness of the edge, the enveloping 
surface and commands perfectly inserted in 
the profile, allow the flush-mounting installation, 
increasing the integration with the wall.

Velvet effect at your single touch.
Mylos switches feature a soft-touch finish. An 
innovation that gives a pleasant sensory experience.
The special paint resists to chemicals and wear 
and tear over time, letting you enjoy the nice tactile 
sensation, every day like the first one. 

Pleasure for your eyes.
Thanks to the LED technology, the controls are clearly 
visible and are illuminated for instant identification.
When lit, the LED creates a fade effect that fits 
harmoniously to the design of the plate. When turned 
off, the illuminated area is completely invisible. Even 
with its minimal design, Mylos always knows how to 
get noticed.



The purity,
our favorite subject.

We see them every day and almost go unnoticed.
The materials of most common use, like metal, glass and resins become
precious design objects. It takes only a new thought and an expert hand. 
Just creativity. And Mylos has plenty of creativity.



Crystal � nishes. 
Glass is unparalleled in terms of luxury. It can be elegant 
and simple at the same time, it has great qualities of 
shape and substance purity.
The two � nishes, satin white and satin black, are suited 
for the most sought after interiors, giving a re� ned, never 
excessive style.

Metal � nishes. 
The most prestigious, the most elegant, the most 
resistant. The metal is the material that evokes feelings 
of refinement and quality, emphasizing the qualities of 
linearity in shades ranging from silver to gold, aluminum, 
titanium and chrome. With natural satin, brushed or 
polished finishe.



Velvet finishes. 
The technology applied to the polymer generates the 
innovative velvet finish. The Velvet series offers a soft tactile 
effect for an unprecedented multisensory elegance. The 
white white finish stands out among the others, integrating 
plate, frame and buttons in one single chromatism. An 
absolutely minimalist design that “disappears” on the wall.

Lucent finishes. 
Made from special resins, the Lucent series catches 
the eye with its glossy shades that recall materials 
like alabaster, ice... The materials give a technological 
aspect to this series, perfect for high-tech environments.



The choice,
among the most exclusive finishes.

Mylos Crystal Mylos Metal

Mylos Velvet

glossy gold

white white ice

white alabaster cool gray

Mylos Lucent

satin white silver light

ice

brushed aluminum

graphite

brushed nickel

white

glossy chrome

satin black brushed steel

cool gray

dark titanium

black

satin gold

anthracite brilliant black



Tell us something about yourself. Tell me about your home, and I’ll tell you who you are.
Our home, the furniture, every single complement reflect our taste. Because everything 
comes from our choice. Choosing is a freedom Mylos highly relies on.
It offers you the chance to select the materials, the nuances, the details, to coordinate 
plates with your coatings. Making them something yours forever.

The personality,
every choice tells something about you. 



The only limit are your ideas. 
Mylos offers a wide choice, with a range able  
to respond to every need. And it can also go further, 
offering a unique concept of personalized design.

Imprinted logo. 
On any plate it is possible to apply, through  
a special printing technique, a colour logo,  
writing or symbol.

Frame in the same colour. 
The internal chrome frame can be matched to 
the finish or button colour for a even more  
co-coordinated design.

Special colours. 
In the Velvet range, you can request the desired 
colours thanks to the wide selection of shades 
created with the velvety paint that keeps the 
feeling of softness to the touch.
Also the Metal and Lucent series offer very 
bright mica or lacquered colours in warm or 
cold hues.

The invisibility. 
If you desire a minimalist interior architecture, 
Mylos responds with the white white model.  
The finish takes a candid white total look, 
integrating perfectly into a completely white 
wall, and almost disappearing.
But when you slide your finger, here it reappears 
in the form of a silky feeling. Mylos knows how 
to get noticed even when it is almost invisible.



Dressing your own personality means to choose, make your own style recognizable 
and tangible. In every detail. Mylos Ultra is the expression of choice at the highest 
degree: a definitely innovative series, that seizes the opportunities of technology to
point right to the art and interior design dimension.

Mylos Ultra. 
Satisfying all of your wishes.  



Mylos Ultra and its ultra-exclusive partners.
Put ABB, an experienced designer who works with talent 
using technology as Matthew Costa and three of the most 
prestigious brands together and here are the more flexible 
and unique solutions, able to adapt to every style.
The luxury Alcantara®, exciting to the touch and amazing 
at the sight; the high-tech 3M DI-NOC™, an innovative 

and refined finish; the fantasy of Jannelli & Volpi® that 
reinterprets the concept of coating.
Three names, three styles, three guarantees of 
customization that expand the boundaries of the creative 
application. A free vent of design to shape the taste and 
furniture needs. Mylos Ultra never ceases to surprise.



A unique material protagonist of prestigious applications in the automotive, 
fashion and design industries, today covers Mylos Ultra finishes with a 
new sensory experience: soft and comfortable. Discover every day the 
beauty of the “Made in Italy” and the environment-friendly excellence: a 
luxury you can allow, touch, live.

Alcantara®.
Only the most extraordinary beauty is close to perfection.





Predicting the future is impossible. But 3M DI-NOC™ is a faithful spokesman, 
interpreting in a pure way the longing for high-tech of the most modern and 
minimal interiors.
Definitely rationalist and high-design finishes tell the technological heart and 
soul of Mylos integrated systems.

3M DI-NOC™.
Oltre, a natural desire.





Classic, shabby chic, vintage or stylish. Whatever style you choose, Jannelli & Volpi® 
and Mylos Ultra redefine the concept of integration with the wall. Simply eliminating 
the boundaries. The plate camouflages itself, and at the same time stands out 
precisely in its near absence. In the continuity of materials, it gives the rooms an 
advanced and seductive design. As entails the tradition of modernity.

Jannelli&Volpi®.
The ability to adapt to every style.





Mylos Ultra. 
A touch of personality.  

Each Mylos Ultra plate by Alcantara® has its own 
recognizable identity, capable of giving personality 
and innovation to every interior. A personality to touch. 
The Iron family with its white to gray to brown palette 
is particularly suitable for discreet luxury rooms. The 
Florence series prefers most refined patterns that 
emphasize detailed interiors. Milan and Taormina recall 
“haute couture” nuances, ideal for sophisticated and 
up-to-date settings.

By touching the shiny metal or a satin design object 
gives the perception of a Ultra Mylos finish by  
3M DI-NOC™. The amazing feeling offered by this 
series is linked to the architectural reference materials: 
carbon, metal, wood and silk in the most fine and 
smooth shapes. Abstract finishes
stand out with soft lines and colours, suitable to the 
most rarefied and elegant atmospheres.

While Mylos Ultra creates new standards, with 
Jannelli & Volpi® it breaks new grounds by redefining 
the relationship between the wiring accessories and 
home environment: no longer functional objects, but 
real design complements. The Mylos Ultra finishes by 
Jannelli & Volpi® vary from a design theme, suitable 
for contemporary settings, to a sober and elegant 
classical genre, passing through floral patterns with 
varied and artistic printings.



Mylos Ultra. 
A touch of personality.  

Design, trends and nuances 
that repaint new worlds.

Mylos Ultra by Alcantara®

Interiors Florence Interiors Taormina Interiors Milan Iron White Iron Grey Iron Brown

Mylos Ultra by 3M DI-NOC™.

Abstract Carbon Fine Wood Metallic Natural Metallic Silk

Mylos Ultra by Jannelli&Volpi®

Murogrò Affreschi Evolution Lady Murogrò Living Crossgold Lounge



Mylos free@home
Making home automation easier then ever.

Small energies coordinated with each other generate a big energy.
Mylos is based on a team spirit: every element performs its function  
with the common goal of integration, speaking one language:  
the one of aesthetic and functional beauty.



Mylos Free@home Touch, is the centre  
of all activity.
From the touch panel you can individually control 
lighting, air conditioning and security system.
Or you can create temperature and lighting 
scenarios for every daily event. For example, 
waking up in the morning: with a single command 
you can set the ideal light, raise the blinds, adjust 
the room temperature: higher in the bathroom for 
a shower, and turn off the alarm. Simply tip the 
control panel and your home comes to life at the 
touch of your fingers, with an intuitive and easy 
graphical interface. 

Mylos, always with you.
Even when you‘re out, Mylos communicates with 
you: you can receive alerts and calls or send 
commands easily from your mobile phone and 
have everything under  
control.



Mylos kNx,
beyond all expectations. 

The Home Automation becomes big.
ComfortTouch® and  priOn® control units are able 
to offer a complete and continuous view of all 
technological systems inside the home and provide 
many services in any room: from automation functions 
(lighting control, temperature control, motorization of 
blinds and shutters, programming and activation of 
scenarios), to the security, telephony and intercom 
functions, up to the broadcast of music and video,  
and much, much more.

Advanced technology and a host of commands and 
functions that can be executed with ease, because  
the simplicity and intuitiveness of use are always the top 
priorities. In fact, each function is marked by a colour 
according to an extremely simple logic:
•	 yellow,	symbol	of	the	sun,	for	the	management	 

of lights
•	 blue,	symbol	of	the	sky,	for	the	management	 

of shutters
•	 orange,	symbol	of	the	heat,	for	the	management	 

of air conditioning
•	magenta,	symbol	of	awareness	of	life,	for	the	

management of comfort scenarios.

Safety, comfort, emotion. The ComfortTouch® and priOn® touch panels are not only the control 
units of our high-tech environments. They give something extra. A state-of-the-art design, 
a customization down to the smallest detail, the freedom of multimedia communication and 
intuitive controls. If you want, call it “emotion”.



PriOn®.
It develops vertically and is equipped with a 3.5” TFT LCD 
display. It boasts fine materials, like glass in white and black 
colours, white alabaster and polished steel. The end strips 
are made of steel or black glass, combinable to integrate 
with the home and Mylos finishes, especially the Velvet, 
Metal and Crystal finish series.

ComfortTouch®.
It has a large and bright 10”, 16:9-format colour display.  
The frame is available in black or white glass and the base unit 
features chrome or aluminum design, combinable with each 
other to integrate with Mylos finishes, especially Metal, Crystal 
and Lucent lines.



Contacts

Data and images are not binding. Depending on the 
technical development of products, we reserve the 
right to change the contents of this document without 
notice.

Copyright 2016 ABB. All right reserved.
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